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Abstract.
Adoption of technology is an important factor in economic development. Successful introduction of
technologies in the developing countries requires an understanding of the priorities and concerns
of the smallholder farmers at the grassroots. This paper presents experiences of adoption studies
in the Western Pare Lowlands, identifying the factors affecting adoption, constraints to adoption
and methodological problems in studying adoption of RWH technologies. A survey approach was
the main method used to collect the data from a sample of 86 farmers. The data collected were
analysed using descriptive statistics and estimation of empirical model to determine the factors
affecting adoption of RWH technologies. The empirical model used was logit regression, Important factors affecting the adoption of RWH were identified as number of plots owned by farmers
and the sex of the head of household. Constraints in the adoption of RWH technologies were noted
including constraints facing those who are already using the RWH technologies. Problems facing
the users include difficulties with water distribution. Two important recommendations are made:
First because adoption of technologies by farmers takes time, there is a need for collecting a series of data (separated in time) about adoption rather than depending on single season static data.
The models used in evaluating adoption should also consider the time element, Secondly, since the
main constraints to adoption is lack of technical knowledge, it is recommended that training of
extension workers in RWH techniques and including RWH in the district extension package will
reduce the problem of availability of technical knowledge to farmers .
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panded (for example Feder et al., 1985 and
Nkonya et ai" 1997),

Introduction

A

doption of technology is an important
" factor for economic development especially in developing countries. Consequently
m~:m{~doption studies have been undertaken to
single out the most' important factors that determine the diffusion of innovations. Since the
earlier work of Rodgers (1962), efforts to explain~deteiminants of adoption have been ex-

Feder et al. (1985) define adoption as the degree to which a new technology is used in
long-run equilibrium when farmers have complete information about the technology and its
potential. On the other hand, aggregate adoption is defined as the process of diffusion of a
new technology within a given geographical
region. Adoption at the farm level is related to
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the decisions made by fanners to use that particular technology in the production process.
Genera 11 y, two main questions were addressed
by .earlier adoption studies: The first is what
deterrnin~s whether a particular producer
adopts or rejects an innovation and the .second
one is what determines the patterns.of diffusion
of the innovation through the population of
potential adopters (Ghadim and Pannel, 1999).
Nkonya et at. (1997) pointed out that factors
aff~cting adoption differ across coiihtries and
are location specific, thil~ ~all~ng for studies
that are location. specitic.

search ·Project (SWMRP) with particular emphasis on adoption of RWH technologies. The
results of these surveys are also compared with
the results obtained by oth~r. studie~ ~n Tanzania.

The need for RWH technologies.

Increased domestic food production is one of
the possible ways of achieving food security in
Tanzania. However, much 'of the agricultural
land in Tanzania is located in arid and semiarid lands (about 50% of the total land area in
Tanzania) where rain' falls irregularly and
much wat~r is. soon lost .~s . surface ninoff.
Despite the. ·efforts that have been 'made in RWH is one 6{the methods thit can be; used to
studying adoption of innovations in agriculture manage. the scarce rainfali'in'semi-~rid
~r~as in
\
world-wide; very few studies have been done order to enhance agri~ult~ral production.
in Tanzania with respect to adoption of inno-.., Adoption of various RWH technoiog~es,in arid
vations related to Soil-Water Conservation . arid semi-arid areas is therefore likely to bring
(SWC) and Rain Water Harvesting (RWH) in about 'a sustained agricultUral production,
particular. Adoption studies in SWC/RWH in which will improve food security of·the rural
Ta~nia include that of Senkondo etat.,_ ,,,R,e.Qp.!~, "
.
1998; Semgalawe (1998) and Kalineza ~i'a7:; . . . '.;'
1999. Findings from adoption studies are an
RWH can be defined in various ways, howimportant tool to extension workers? research- ever, a basic detinition is that-given by Myers
ers and policy makers involved in RWH in (1975) as 'any system truit encompasses methods for. collecting, concentrating and storing
targeting and delivering effective RWH pro~
grammes: Kno\l{.ing the charact~ri~tics ~t .variousfo~s of runoff ~or various purp~ses'.
have detennined the adoption and diffusion of
technologies would indicate what characteris- RWH technologies used in Tanzania vary from
tics new technologies should posses to become in-situ methods (e.g. deep tillage, contour
quickly and widely adopted.
farrnip.g and ridging). for conserving'rainwater
where it falls,. to a SYftem for diverting ephe.gl c
'Based on the above, there is a need for. under- eral st~eam~ and culyrt discharges to provide
water
for crop'
production.
standing the relative importance ·of.factors 'and supplementary
.
. I'
'
RWH technology therefore·
encompasses
soil
'cons'traints whichillay influence individualS'
'I'
_.,
and
..
y.'ater,co!1$~rvation
andpartix
,supplemenadoption of RWH' technologie;: and. thus
stimulating peoples willingness -to inv~st 'in . tary. irriga,tibI!' It is i,fu.erefqre ;ll~omplicated
,
'..
te~hnology with multiple'requiremc:nts for it to
RWH tec~nologies. "
be adopted. In additiob, it is not easy to draw a
1
__ ~lea! line be,tween adopter~\ and_DJ)ll.-adopters
. The fuain objective of till's paper'is topreserit
of RWH. Thus, the use,"of .,,'
intensity of adoption
the 'lesults of socio-economic surveys coni.e. the proportion of the area applied with
ducted by the Soil Water Management Re~

(.

~
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RWH or carefully· defining adopters and non
adopters, assist in solving this.

Methodology
Data sources
So far the rainwater harvesting (RWH). re~
search proj~ct has. g~thert?d valuable socioeconomic information. through a, number of
studies/surveys c~rrie~ out in the project area.
Among the studies/surveys, two main socioeconom\c ~urveys that relate to the adoption of
RWH teclmologies are identified. T~e first
survey was conducted in .1997 covering Lembeni and Kifaru villages. The second one was
undertaken at Hedaru and Kiruru villages in
1999. All the villages are located in the Western Pare Lowlands (WPLL). This paper will
focus its attention on the 1999 survey data, and
use the infonna'tion,obtain'ed from the 1997
data for comparison purposes.
Primary data were collected using structured
questionnaire administe,red to 86 farmers for
1999 survey. The sampling was both purposive
and random. In all the vill!lges, the list of contact farmers and sit~ visitors was made and the
farmers were picked at random from a prepared list. A foi~nal questionnaire was then
used to collect the data. In addition to the formal survey, infonnal interviews of key informants were conducted. The key informants
included village leaders, elders, religious leaders and others who were found to be conversant with RWH.

Specification of empirical model
Different adoption models
have been used in
,
describing the 'factors affecting adoption of
technologies. They: include Probit models
(Lapar and Pandey,' 1999, Senkondo et at.,

1998, Nkonya et at., 1997); Discriminant
models (Yap a and Mayfiled, 1978) and Logit
mooels (Ayuk, 1977). However, with reference to RWH it 'is important to consider the
nature of the dependent variable. Adoption of
technologies at the farm level is often quantitied lising a binary dependent variable (i.e.
adopters = 1 and non-adopters = 2). Because of
the problem of clearly defining adopters and
non-adopters in RWH, this method need to be
applied with 'great care. However, since RWH
can be a divisible technology, the use of intensity of adoption (e.g. proportion of the area
applied with RWH) or extent of adoption (e.g.
share of land or percentage devoted to the new
technology) as dependent variable can be applied. This way of detining the dependent variable has been applied by Senkondo et at., 1998
and Nkonya et at., 1997. This paper however,
defines the dependent variable as binary variable taking a value of 1 for adopters and 2. for
non-adopters. This has been done after a careful definition of RWH adopters. RWH adopters are those fanners who are practising at
least one technique of RWH.

Specification of the logit model
With careful definition of adopters and nonadopters the data from the 1999 survey were
analysed using binary variables as the dependent variable i.e. adopters = 1 and non-a'dopters
= 2. The model estimated was logit regression.
The logit model was specified as:
P(e)

7

ell + e or P(e)

=

III + e

Z

Where p(e) is the probability of an event, e IS
a natural logarithm and z is the linear combination, which can be expressed linearly as

Z= ~o +

~IXl

+

~2X2

+ ... +

f)iXi

Where ~i are coetticients to be estimated and x,
are sets of indepen~ent variables.
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The independent variables included are:

Results and Discussion

•

Farmers' Perception on Rain Water Harvesting

I

•
.'
.'
•
•

CODVILL Proxy for external influence
= 1; if there is external influence and 0 if
othyrwise; ,
PLOTNUM The;number of plots owned; _
LOCAT Dummy variable = 1 if highland
'area and 0 iflowland area;
SEXCOD Sex code of the head of house~
hold = 1,if male and 2 iffemale;
'NONFARM Nonfarm activities;
'LABOUR Labour availability .'

The above' relationship was estimated' using
SPSS PC+ maximum likelihood method.
Backward 'stepwise selection method was used
in regression analysis.

.

It was necessary to get an understanding of
farmers' perception of RWH. This is an important step before the identification, of users
and non-user. During discussions with key
informants fariners were requested to describe
their UIiderstanding of Rain-Water-Harvesting
(RWH). This discussion -was useful in identifying attributes of RWH as perceived by farmers. Generally, farmers reached a consensus
"
that RWH involves collecting rainwater in the
fields and conserving it. For' effective RWH,
they noted that there should be at least one of
the following (i) existence of a river, gully or
rills (ii) canals for diverting water in,tQ fields
(iii) water reservoir and (iv) canals to divert
water from the reservoir to the field. Based on
this definition they' identified four different
RWH techniques as presented below.
,

In determining the factors'affecting adoption of
a new technology, the data from the two socio~
economic surveys were analysed using two
different models i.e. Probit (Senkondo et ai.,
1998) and logit (in this paper). The probit and
logit models differ i~ specification of the distribution of the random error terril. In logit (a) Deep Tillage (DT)
model the error term follows a cumulative log it
distribution while in pro bit model it follows 'the Farmers noted that deep tlllage collects and
cOhserv'es moisture in their tields. This practice
cumulative normal distribution. However, the
is either done manualiy or" by tractor. Farmers
two distribution functions ,are very close to
noted that tliere' is 'it, big difference between a
each other. According to. Seingalawe (1998)
field which has' been tilled and that which has
the results obtained from the two models are
not. The yield difference is as high as 50 %.
comparable e.xcept for a v~ry' la,rge sample
size. However, the estimation of the coeffi(b) 'Dive!sion of Rainwater from ~llies
\ cients differ from each other, although they are (DRG)
., .
. .
,
related via a trans~orrnation, ,function (Maddala.,.
1992). The main reason for using the two Farmers defined gullies (ma.korongo) as water
,
models is, as pointed out by Aldrich and Nel- streams that flow during the rainy season only.
..
I
SOIl (1984) and Judge et ai. (1985), that the
'They uS1¥lly dry during the dry season. Conchoice between the, two models is usually made struction of diversidn channels is either done
I
on' the basis of praCtical concerns: such as ,per- individually or communally. Farmers with adsonal 'preferences, experience;availability,and j~ceilt fields someti~es P41l up resources and
tlexibility of computer software.' . :,
construct chalmels to water their fields.

1

.
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(c) Collection of Water from Rills/Sheet now
(CWR)
Farmers defined rills as tiny or small gullies.
They therefore construct channels to collect
water from the rills .and/or sheet flow' and direct into their fields. This is usually dime individually. This· pra'ctice is cOmIDon ·in areas
without permanent water sources.
(d)

Diversion of Water from Rivers. (DWR)

livestock can cross a river during grazing or
travelling from one place to another. Livestock
are therefore brought to these sites and watered
directIy into the river. Livestock can be
brought to these sites for watering throughout
the' year. During the dry season some livestock
. keepers travel very long distances to reach the
Ilearest Lang 'ata for watering tile livestock.

Makono

Farmers differentiated rivers from gullies in These are described as natural canals, which
that, water flows in the rivers throughout the develop during tlooding of rivers. The water
year. They don't dry up during the dry sea- remains in the canals tor a long tinle after tile
son. However, there were instances of confu- river subsides. Even during the dry season tile
sion between the two concepts. There are some . soil remains moist and sometimes is used for
rivers e.g. Mtowashi in Hedaru that used to : crop production. It was noted during the study,
that some famlers own these canals privately
now throughout the year, about 5-10 years
(individually).
This results into contlict of inback. But recently, due to increased use (diverterest
between
livestock watering and crop
sion of water) up-stream the rivers tend to dry
production
in
the
canals. Table I shows differduring the dry season in down-stream areas.
.
ent
RWH
techniques
practiced by specitic
DWR practice involves construction of canals
farming
systems.
from the rivers to divert the water to the fields.
This practice is common in upland areas where
the rivers now throughout the year.
Sources of information in RWH
Farmers also identified three practices that are
commonly used for providing water to live- .. Adoption of any technology depends to a large
extent 011 the availability of information about
stock, these are:
the technology. This helps to create general
awareness
of that particular technology. There
Ndoroto
are many possible sources of knowledge in
Ndoroto is described as a natural land depres- RWH. Table 2 shows tile sources of knowlsion, which collects water during the rain sea- edge as identified by the respondents.
son. Livestock are then bro.ughtjnto these sites.
The overall results from tile study reveal tI1at
for watering. Usually, a, ndoroto dries during
most of the fumlers are applying RWH through
the dry season.,
'
their own initiatives or through tile use of in. digenous knowledge (Table 2). In the villages
Lang'ata
surveyed, about 60% of tile respondents indiA Lang'ata is a site along a riverbank which is cated that they apply RWH using their own
shallow. Lang 'atas are common sites where initiative or indigenous knowledge.
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Table 1: RWH Techniques used by Fanning Systems
Fanning system
1. Hedaru
i} M,aize-Lablab-bean.
.

I,

ii) Maize-Bean-Cowpea

Iii) Maize-Iablab bean-livestock

iv)Livestock~lllaize~rice

RWH technique

Extent of use

•
•
•
•

.Limited

•
•

...

,

..

•
•
•

Maize-vegetable

Rice-Maize-Vegetable
2. Kiruru-Ibweijewa
Maize-beans
Maize-cowpeas-livestock
.1

Moderate

High
Diversion from rivers (DWR)
'Ndoroto'(RWH for livestock)
. 'Lang'ata'(RWH for livestock) .
'Makono'(RWH for livestock)
High

•

Diversion from rivers (DWR)
from'"
Diversion
rivers
(DWR)with storage
Te.rraces (Infield structure)

•
•

Diversion from rivers (DWR)
Terraces (Infield structure)

High

•

Deep tillage (DT)

Limited

..•

Diversion from gullies (DRG)
Rill/sheet flow (CWR)
'Ndoroto' (RWH for livesto~k)

Moderate

•
•
•

\

•
•
Source: Survey data 1999

Limited

Rill/sheetflow (CWR)
'Ndoroto' (RWH for livestock)

. .

"
.

Beans-maize-vegetables

Rill/sheet flow (CWR)
. Deep tillage (DT)
Rill/sheet flow (CWR)
Deep tillage (DT)

Diversion from rivers' (DWR)High
Diversion ~ron1 rivers (DWR)'I
with storage
\
, Deep. tillage (DT)
\
Stone bunds/terraces: (Infield
'. ..
. \.
s'truc ture).
:
.I

I ...

"-

~

..':

-
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Table 2: Sources of inform ation in RWH techniques
Source
Indigenous knowledge/own initiative
SUA'RWH project
Fellow farmers/neighbours
Non-governmental organisation
Extension workers
Visit to other areas

. Senkondo et at, (1998)
% of respondents
60 (42)
49 (34)
17 (12)
3(2)

This study
60 (52)
10 (9)
10 (9)
13 (12)
0(0)
6 (5)

3 (2)

O@

Source: Survey data, 1999 and Senkondo et at. (1998)
'represents the number of respondents. Note that there are multiple
responses .. ' ..
Num~er in parenthe~es

The impact of the RWH project (in the WPLL)
offices, poor training of extension workers in
./
as a source of intormation in RWH was mod- RWH techniques and
the extension workers'
erately felt in the study area. However, the orientation to soil
and water conservation
study by,Senkondo et at . . (1998) showed that rather than in RWH.
the impact of the RWH project was highly telt
(34 % of respondents). This might have been Extent of adoptio
n of RWH
influenced by the presence of R wH trials by
Sokoine University of Agricu ltUl'e(S UA) at The study examined adoptio
n of RWH techKisangara village (which is near Lembeni) and niques by looking
at the rate of adoption of
in Kifaru village. The current (1999 survey)
RWH techniques. This implies the proportion
study has low score because one of the villages
of farmers who have adopted at least one of the
(Hedaru) is far. away from the trial site at
RWH techniques. Table 3 compares the extent
Kisangara and Kifuru. However, some influof use of RWH by the respondents. The table
ence has, been due to the presence of Same
shows that there has been more adopters of
Agricultural Improvement Project (SAIPRO),
RWH as compared to the earlier results of
an ,NGO at Hedaru village. The relatively high
Senkondo et at. (1998). This may be attributed
score on non-governmental organisations in
to the existing traditional supplementary irrithis study also supports this.
gationiRWH in Hedaru village. In addition,
, "
There'
was ,little eviqenc
e of farmers learning
, .
,
RWH techniques from ~xtension workers. This
, might have been due to the absence of RWH
extension package' in the district agricultural
,

Kiruru village has had more ~ontact with RWH
projec,t site at Kisangara compared to Kifaru
village .(surv~~ed .?)' Senkondo
which has had less contact.

(!t

at. 1998),
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Table 3: Extent of use of RWH

?~§l .......................I~.~..~~.Y. ...
....................................................................................................?~~Q~~~..%.~U~!.:Q.
"
of respondents

49 (35) '.'
, Adopters
51 {32),
Non-adoE,ters
~ource: Survey data, 1999 and Senkondo et ai. (1998)
Number in parentheses r,epresellts the number of respondents

' ,.'

.76'(56)

24 {29L
'.;'

, "

: '.-

"
Table 4: Constr aints in the use of RWH (percent of respondents)

22.§2. ..........,....I.~~.~.§~,~y.....
.... B:~~.~Q~ .........:.................................~ ......:...................................?.~~QP.-9:~..~U~L.c~.
48.0 (11)
46.2 (12)
Lack of technical knowledge in RWH
Requires a lot oflabou r
Location of the. fanll versus the catchment
Fear of erosion
Lack of cash/capital
Too much runoff
Soil not appropriate
Rain is not enough
Farm tlat no runoff'
Source: Survey data, 1999 and Senkondo et al.(1998)
Number in parentheses represents the number of respondents

9.8 (5)
9.8 (5)
7.8 (4).,
3.9 (2)
3.9 (2)

17.3 (4)
,.. 13.9 (3) "

.

'13.0' (3)
, 8.7 (2)
2.0 (2)

RWH. The use of RWH practic~s requires a
substantial amount of labour and/or capital/cash to use and manag e runoff,. as a result
lack of labour and or capital, affects tlIe capa-

Constraints in the use of RWH

Va~ious reasons were given as to why some
farmers did not adopt RWH (Table 4). Among .bility of tlIe households to undertake RWH.
tlle reasons; the most freqiiently' men!ioned is
lack of technical knowledge ~egarding rain- . 'Farmers were also asked, to. mention tlIe prob/
when using RWH (adoptlems tlIey encoun.ter
w'ater harvesting. This was also' identitied from
'
I
ers). The main problem encountered is tlIe
(1998).
an earlier study by Sel~ondo et
difficulties witlI w~ter distribution. This is esThe specific know ledge' they lack is in 'tile de- ,Pecially for 'tlIose Ifarniers who use' diversion
signing of water canals for diverting water . .channels from epheme ral streams or rivers. In
well as'know1edge . some ca~es tlIe. ~ater may' not. be enough
from ephemeral streams,
- ' ;'
problem
causing,
.' tlIereby
. - -c.obflicts. The second.
-'
in control of runoff.
losses.
'water
and
erqsion
soil
to
is, related

ai.

as

~.

Labour constraint was mentioned as tlIe second
major problem hindering tlle adoption of

".

~

Sometimes tlle speed of 'water in gullies is so
high that tanners tail to control it.
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Empirical determination of factors influencingadoption of"RWH techniques in
WPLL
Many of the adoption studies (tor example
Ayuk, 1997 and Adesina andZinnah, 1993) try
to group the' factors atIecting adoption of technologies into three categories ,namely technology, biophysica1lfarm and fanner characteristics. Technology characteristics examined included the potential for availing water at critical times; ,easiness of constructing the structures, con:structioncosts and maintenance, risk
of erosion and accessibility.
"

Results of the log it model are presented in TableS.
The results of the. estimated logit model show
;that fanners with· larger numbers of plots are
less likely to 'adopt RWH techniques, In this
case the 'fann size was conceptualised as different plots that are owned by the tiumers. as a
result fanners have already taken risk against
crop failure by diversification. They expect
. some harvest (large volume of harvest in good
year) during the season .and thus may not :be
adopters of RWH techniques. Ti1is is why
these results appear to contradict the tindings
,. by Senkondo et ai. (1998), which showed that
farmers with large farm size are likely to adopt
RWH compared to those with small sizes.

Together with technology characteristics,
adoption of RWH technologies is also 'intluenced by biophysical/farm characteristics.
According to the results' of the logit model
Farmers"consider two iinportlllt farm charac(current study), family labour seems to have no
teristics. These are location of the field in n:la- signiticant influence on adoption 9f RWH
tion to the source of runoff and the soil type.
techniques. Fifty five percent· of adopters have
The former may be"a source of conflict if up- family labour of two people or less. While
streahl' fanners'" deny -. downstream farmers 59 % of lion-adopters have, also labour of ,2 or
enough water or if they do not manage water less people. These results contradict the earlier
properly thereby causing flooding in down- - study in RWH by Senkondo et ai. (1998). The
stream fanns.
ditIerences may be due to the small number of
family labour available as explained above.
Important fanner characteristics considered in Another reason tor this may be that there af;::adoption of RWH techniques are labour avail- other sources of labour e.g. hired labour and
ability (especially family labour) and farmers'
exchange labour. A study by Semgalawe
perceptlon ofthe RWH technologies.
,(1998) tound that participation in labour sharing groups increased the probability of using

Table 5: Estimated results of logit model
The dependent variable 'is:' RWH Discrete variable
adop,ted RWH or not
' .
Variable
Estimated Std error
Wald
" statistic
coetI.
,4.3107
-1.1069
PLOTNUM
0.5331
-1.6209
0.5438
SEXCOD
8.8862
. 2.0294'
CONSTANT
0.5069
16.0261
Source: Survey data 1999
Model Chi-square 14.204 sign. 0.0008
Model predictiop 70 %
** Significant at, p =0.01
* Significant at p= 0 .05

indicating whether the respondent
Significance
0.0379
0.0028
0.001

R
-0.1501*
-0.2595**

, Exponential(p)
0.3306
0.1977
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improved soil conservation measures by 11 %.
Anodler explanation is mat for most tech· niques, labour requirements are a, long-term
input. As such: cross-sectional data collection
· may hot be appropriate for assessing the effect
o'f labour on adoption ofRWH technique.
Where sex of head of household change from
·nfale to temale, .dle chance of adoption of
RWH- decreases~(Table 5) (The odds of adopbon of RWH are decreased by the value of- ~
i.e. 0.1977). The odds of an event occurring
. 'are defined as dle ratio of probability mat it
, wili occur to the probability dlat it will, not
· occur.
Comparison of results from WPLL with
other similar studies in Tanzania
There are' relatively few adoption ·stridies in
· SWC and RWH in' Tanzania. 'Three studies,
Kalineza et aI." (1999); Senkondo et al.,
(1998) and Semgalawe (1998) are reviewed
(Table 6). Kalineza et aI., (1999) investigated
- factors intluencing adoption of soil conservation technologies in Gairo Tanzania, using logistic regression.
The study by' Senkondo et ai. (1998) investigated dle. factors affecting adoption of RWH
techniques using probit model, and defined dle

dependent variable as intensity of adoption
(proportion of total land committed to RWH).
The study by Semgalawe (1998) aimed at explaining household adoption behaviour towards
the use of improved soil conserv~tion measures
to reduce land degradation (s9il erosion), and
reverse declining. soil productivity and attain
sustainability ·in.land use. J:4e study was conducted in Pare and West UsambaraMountains.
The study findings aresu~rised in Table 6.
The results of dle above studies'do I!..ot j show
similarities to dle results reported in·.dlis.paper.
However dlere are similarities among· the dlree
studies reviewed. Despite dle differences in
models used, dle study by Kalineza et al .
. (1999) and dlat of Senkondo et al. (1998) indi.. cated technical ,knowledge as dle main factor
atlecting adoption of SWCrRWH. 'Similarities
were. also noted in. dle . study by Semgala we,
.(1998) and Senkondo et al. (1998).J30ih studies'indicated mat labour and farm size: are. important fac,tors III dle ·.adoption decisions of
farmers.
Whereas dle study by Kalineza et al. (1999)
estimated dle logit model to identified SWC
·techniques separately,. dle ..<2~t?r. studies
'(including dli~ paper) lump'ed togedler dle
techniques and estimated a. single modeL
Despite dle difficulties of the technologies

Table 6: Summary of adoption studies in SWC and RWH in Tanzania
Study

Methodology

Sample'

Model

Factors affecting adoption

...............................:.................,...........,.:._.............~.~~ ..('.l1~.........................................................~...~ ....................................................
Kalineza et al. Survey approach 114
Logistic
Knowledge· (+)
.
\ (1999)
(questionnaire)
reg!'l!s.Secure land tenure.(+)
sion
'. ",1'.'
Results of this Survey approach.
86
Logit
N~mberof fa'fn:1lng plots (-)
. study" ~.
(questionnaire) - .
Sex of the. head of household (-)
t,,·70
Senkondo et al. Survey approach
Probit .
KnOWledge· (+)
(1998)
(ques\ionnaire)
Farm size* ( +)
Experience in farming ( + ) ~,
LibOUr~(+):\
.•.
Perception of the technology '( +).

t.

'..J

I'

*

(+) and (-)

.... '. t:. .•~.

Indicates that the factor is similar to other studies
show.the dir~ction of the relationship between adoption and $eindependentvari~9

.
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Despite the difficulties of the teclmologies
studied, 'the approach adopted by this 'paper
and the studies by Semgalawe (998) 'and
Senkondo et al . .(1998) .may be a ,limitation in
studying 'adoption of SWC and RWH
technologies.

•

•
•

Limitation of the studies in understanding
factors affecting adoption ,"
-

All the studies summarised in Table 6 used
similar methods of data collection. All dle approaches depended to a large extent upon the
reliability of the infonnation provided by the
farmers. Accurate and reliable information
from fanners using. ,questiollllaire is always
difticult because of're!iance on memories of
dIe tanners, All the studies tried to counteract
this by combir:ting infomlal dis'cussion and actual tield observations.
Adoption of technologies is an exogenous scenario dlat affects production, consumption and
marketing decisions .. .The household is thus
trying to maximise the utility· of production,
consumption and marketing (as a r~sult ot: l~ew
technology) subject to a set of constraints. it
follows dlerefore that assessing dIe adoption of
a new illilOvation and its effects on dIe household/fanner produ~tion, consumption. and marketing are important. However, modelling of
dIe whole system is inherendy difticult. In
modelling the I~o~sehold, decision making as
represented by, utility maximisation, .most often
dIe decisions aftecting production, consumption and marketing are, made siElUltaneousl y,
wi~ each decision aftecting the ~dIer. Modelling household decisio~l-making is thus very
complica ted and time con.s~ming.

The reported studies ~sed, 'static radl(,r than
dynamic adoption models. This may not represent dIe' true case because adoption of
SWClRWH is a continuous 'process, which
requires: the mociel~,' to consider the tim:e element. The following advantages of dynamic
adoption models need to be considered.

•

•

Experience and information about dIe
technology accumulated over time tend to
update the parameters, the tarm households use in decision making, and thus resulting to high adoption rates.
.Changes in household etlectiveness in the
, technology over time can be captured,
Changes in prices over time can be accommodated. Changes in. prices can also
be as a result of adoption of a particular
technology which occurred over time
Perceived risk and uncertainty associated
widl a new technology is assumed to decline over time as a result of learning by
,doing and· dle accumulated technical in: formation over time. For example, fanners may decide to use part of dle technology in the initial stages towards full adoption or rejection of dle technology ..
Adoption is also looked at as a gradual
process, which involves' sequential stages
e.g. awareness, trial, evaluation and adoption. These normally occur over time.

Finally, as already mentioned, the use of discrete dependent variable where adopters '= 1
and non-adopters = 2 as used in Kalineza et
al.(l999), Semgalawe (1998) and in dlis study
need great care because in practice it is difticult to accurately distinguish bet\veen adopters
and non-adopters in SWC and RWH

Conclusions
The paper has analysed and presented dIe
results and experiences of adoption of RWH in
WPLL. The. paper shows tha,t many tanners
are interested in RWH duough the use of
external catchm~nts and
infield
water
manageriIe.nt and distributions. The findings of
the studies show that there is relatively high
ad6ption r,~te of RWH techniques in the survey
areas.
The liririted 'extent of knowledge in RWH by
farmers was identitied as the main constraint in
RWH adoption in, this study. In a study by
Senkondo et al. (1998), knowledge in RWH
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techniques was significant in explaining the
iiItensity of adoption of RWH techniques .and
this was supported by empirical' evidence. Implications of this finding include the need for
imparting RWH skills among dIe extension
agents. This is mainly because the source of
imlOvations in RWH techniques has been the
farmers' own- initiatives/indigenous knowledge
and dIe RWH project in Kisangara and Kifaru.
The contribution of extension workers in
knowledge dissemination on RWH techniques
was low:'

Constraints in the adoption of RWH teclu!ologies' were noted including constraints facing
those who are already using the l3-WH- technologies. Problems facing the ,users iI1clude
difficulties with water distribution. TNs.is especially for those farmers whl;) use diversion
chamleis from ephemeral streams oqiyers. In
some cases the water may not 1;>e, enough
thereby causing conflicts. The second problem
is related to soil erosion and water losses.
,~ometimes the speed of water in gullies is so
high that farmers,fail to control it.
Given the identified constraints, farmers
choose to use, or not to use any of the RWH
techniques. Any support t9 encourage the use
of RWH needs to address these constraints.
Minimum external support in the torm of technical advice and financial assistance can have a
substantial impact in technology adop~!on.
The analysis of the adoption studies shows that
two factors are important in designing adoption
~tudies. The'se are time and location',' The time
at which the studies are conducted since'
introduct~on of the technology affe~t the results
obtained. This is because adoption rate changes
widl time. pepending ..onthe ,~c'ceptability of
the technology, the adopu~n rat~'may increase
or decline with time. As a result dieie is' ne6d
tor continuous data collection in order to
monitor 'adoption of, a' particular .tec~ology.
Empi~ical ,models. should also include "lime
element.

die

a

The location also affects adoption because of
the distance from the' source of technology.
Areas located far away from the, source .01'
technology (for example far way from~on-farm
trial sites) may reduce the adoption rate.,
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